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SYNECO is a production management system, also 
known as MES (Manufacturing Execution System), which 

is able to increase your productivity without affecting 
your current production process, by collecting 

manufacturing data in real time. It focuses on reducing 
production costs and improving the use and 

performance of the resources available on the shop floor.

It is essential to have a production 
management system that is in tune with the 

latest technology, to remain competitive. The 
key factor for any decision-making on the 

continuous development of the services you 
provide and on increasing production is to be 
able to compare what has been planned with 

what is being executed.

SYNECO has been developed by SKA, which has been helping 
companies to automate their process for over 30 years. They 

have years of experience with MES management systems and 
have an extensive client base, which has given them a consistent 

database of results and well-tested business rules.

SYNECO 
companies to automate their process for over 30 years. They 

have years of experience with MES management systems and 
have an extensive client base, which has given them a consistent 



OEE – Overall
Equipment Effectiveness

SYNECO uses OEE to measure the 
overall effectiveness of the factory 
processes.
Communication is all adapted to fit 
the existing systems within the 
company, so that the OEE is 
optimized and production matches 
the actual production capacity.

Paperless 
Manufacturing

All printed information on a 
production line can become 
quickly out of date and this can 
cause a lot of issues in 
communication between the shop 
floor and managers. Digital 
information on production is 
more accurate and creates less 
waste in paper and resources. 
SYNECO allows the shop floor to 
have access to documents relating 
to current activities (regulations, 
videos, 3D models), without the 
need for paper, all electronically.

Communication,
sharing and visualization

Gathering data like this means 
communication between 
departments and production units 
happens in real time, which helps 
prevent obsolete information from 
spreading and improve the 
production indicators being 
measured. This 
shows the overall 
effectiveness of 
the factory's 
production 
resources (OEE).

Collecting manufacturing data in 
real time, focusing on reducing 
production costs and improving 
the use and performance of 
resources available on the shop 
floor. Data can be collected from 
any device – computer, cell phone 
or tablet – that has access via a 
browser, regardless of the 
operating system of the terminal 
you are working from and from 
anywhere in the factory.

Gathering data
in real time

Máquina: Centro de Usinagem Feeler Úl�ma atualização: 20/04/2019 - 16:00:00

Operador: 001 - Caio Dias

Produto: 005 -  Ferramenta 

Informações: 009981002003/220

Ordem: 001002003 Operação: 002 Quan�dade: 20 / 5 / 50

MAQUINA_001

Documento Inserir operadorCavidades

PRODUÇÃO
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ska.com.br

Inspeções realizadas: 0/3
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UNRESTRICTED

Connects a single device to several machines. Access is by 
desktop, notebook, tablet or even smartphone, without the 
need to be in the same production area. Its functionality can 
also be increased by using the latest technology, which enables 
the system to be used on the best known and most commonly 
used web browsers in the world, as well as different operating 
systems, using robust protocols that are widely accepted in the 
industrial sector.

ADAPTABLE

SYNECO adapts to suit each production line, and is usable with 
most different types of machinery.

USES THE MOST COMMONLY
USED PROTOCOLS IN

THE INDUSTRY

MULTIPLE WAYS OF
VIEWING DOCUMENTS

CAN BE CUSTOMIZED
WITH THE CLIENT’S
COLORS AND LOGO

USE WITH ANY
OPERATING SYSTEM

USE WITH ANY BROWSER USE WITH ANY DEVICE



HARDWARE

An intelligent collector, with pre-defined business rules and 
fully configurable to meet the demand for faster and more 
automatic responses, ensuring that actions taken are more 
effective. It also stores information locally and can take safety 
actions, whether or not it is connected to the server.

Devices developed by SKA to gather information from the 
client's appliance and communicate using the Modbus TCP 
protocol with the SYNECO PRODUCTION Server, so that they 
can then be distributed throughout the client's plant, and it 
does not have to be connected to an operating terminal. 

SMART

I/O



A solution designed to meet the need for transfers by NC 
programs between a system and the CNC machines on the 
shop floor.

INTRODUCTION

BI-DIRECTIONAL TRANSFER

Files are transferred bi-directionally 
(send/receive) between a device 
(terminal/computer) and machines equipped 
with CNC programming (Computerized 
Numerical Control) on the factory floor, which 
helps to reduce losses in productivity by 
removing programming errors.

OPERATIONAL INTERFACE

DNC operations are typically transfers of NC 
programs from the IT system to the machine 
(download) and the sending of optimized 
programs from the machine to the IT system 
(upload). This transfer is carried out using a 
simple interface, in which the operator selects 
the programs to be executed from a terminal 
located next to the CNC machine.

LOCAL TERMINALS THAT CAN BE USED FOR REMOTE ACCESS
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The system (DNC server) locates the name of the program in a predefined directory structure on a 
corporate network server (engineering server), where it is installed by the programming, and then 
transmits it to the terminal via Wi-Fi/Ethernet. In the same way as the operator selects programs, he 
can also send optimized programs from the CNC machine to the corporate network server through 
this interface.

HOW IT WORKS

FUNCTIONALITY

N10 G90 
Z15.
N20 S1800
N30 X-103. 
Y4. M03
N40 M98 P12 
N50 G00 
N60 M98 P12

The acronym DNC dates back to the 
beginning of numerical control 
technology and has two origins: 

Direct Numeric Control

Distributed Numeric Control

DNC CLIENT SERVER
Application running on terminal/computer,

carries out the requested transfer.
Compatible with Linux and Windows.

SHARED DIRECTORY
It allows you to organize the folder structure

for each machine and also share files with those
responsible, or use a pre-existing structure for research.

TYPES OF CONNECTIONS
Between terminal and machine via RS-232
serial port or Ethernet, for downloading

and uploading programs.

CONFIGURATION TOOL
The settings can be recorded, edited,

deleted, imported and exported, 
using SYNECO Configurator.

TRANSFER INTERFACE
Through web browsers, and via

direct access from SYNECO Production.

VIEWING THE NC PROGRAMS
Before transferring files to the machine,

the program can be analyzed using
the same interface as the transfer.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN



TABELAS GRÁFICOS CARTÕES PAINEL

Mais do que apenas coletar dados, para se medir com eficácia 
o desempenho da sua produção, é preciso visualizar com 
clareza todas as informações obtidas. 

O SYNECO REPORTS é a solução para exibição de dados de 
forma clara e objetiva.

APRESENTAÇÃO

O intuito do software, através da leitura do banco de dados, é 
exibir os dados coletados no chão de fábrica, tornando 
possível conhecer mais amplamente a sua empresa, 
baseando-se em evidências reais, coletadas e exibidas em 
tempo real, fornecendo todo e qualquer suporte à gestão, 
facilitando a tomada de decisões.

Com análises facilitadas, e rápida navegação, ajuda a identificar 
perdas e gargalos da produção, reduzindo riscos e obstáculos, 
tornando as informações visíveis e compartilhadas a todos 
responsáveis, identificando oportunidades e revelando 
informações valiosas sobre o comportamento de cada setor.

A visualização dos dados coletados é aprimorada para ser exibida de diversas formas, através de 
relatórios e gráficos como barras, colunas, pizza e indicadores. Todos podem ser exibidos em abas, 
que facilitam diversas consultas simultâneas. Também é possível apresentar tais informações em 
formato de cartões, com diversos tamanhos pré-definidos. Todas essas opções de visualizações 
podem ser condensadas e exibidas em painéis personalizados, cada qual com seus parâmetros 
específicos. 

Fonte de
dados

Tabelas

Gráficos

Cartões Painel

VISUALIZAÇÃO

Em uma estrutura customizável de 
consulta aos dados do banco, é possível 
a criação do conjunto de informações 
que farão as verificações diretamente no 
banco da coleta de dados, retornando as 
informações visuais finais. Todo esse 
processo é apresentado dentro de uma 
interface amigável e intuitiva. Existe ainda 
a possibilidade de conexão em qualquer 
banco SQL, e futuramente, não SQL.

VERSATILIDADE

Exportação
de relatórios

.CSV, PDF e imagem

Personalização de
legendas e colunas.
Multiplos vínculos

com fonte de dados

Interface amigável.
Edição e adição

via Wizard
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TABLES GRAPHS CARDS PANEL

In order to effectively measure the performance of your 
production, it’s not just about gathering data, you also need to 
be able to clearly visualize all the information you get.

SYNECO REPORTS is the solution that enables you to display 
data clearly and objectively.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the software is to display the data collected 
from the factory floor, making it possible to understand your 
business better, based on real evidence, collected and 
displayed in real time, providing a complete level of support to 
management, and making decision-making easier.

It helps you to identify production losses and bottlenecks with 
assisted analysis and quick navigation, which reduces risks and 
obstacles, makes information available and shares it with all 
those responsible, identifies opportunities and identifies 
valuable information on how each sector is performing.

The data gathered can be viewed in several enhanced ways, through reports and charts such as bar 
charts, pie charts and performance indicators. All the information can be displayed in tabs, which 
enables several queries to be shown simultaneously. This information can also be presented in card 
format, with several predefined sizes. All of these visual options can be condensed and displayed in 
custom panels, each with its own specific parameters.

Data Source

Tables

Charts Exportação

Cards Panel

VISUALIZATION

The customizable structure for querying 
the database enables you to create a set 
of information that is verified directly 
with the database of data gathered, 
before producing the final view of the 
information. The entire process is 
accessed through a user-friendly, 
intuitive interface. You can also connect it 
to any SQL database, and others in the 
future.

VERSATILE

Reports can be
exported as CSV, 
PDF or Image files

Customization of 
captions and columns.

Multiple links to
the data source.

Friendly interface
Added and Edited 
through a Wizard.



REPORTING MODULES
There are approximately 90 pre-defined reports, divided into seven modules, so that every detail from the shop floor is covered. 

New modules and reports can be created as required for each specific customer.

Real Time Analytical Maintenance Quality  Production Control  Support Chain Operators

REPORTING MODULES



FUNCTIONALITY

1
2
3
4

ADD BY STEPS DATASETS & LINKS DATABASE LEGENDS
Use the Wizard to add or edit the reports, datasets 

or any other modifiable component.
Multiple libraries of datasets for 

multiple links of reports
Link to other SQL & Non-SQL 

databases via the Rest API
Customize the 

legend

FORMATING COLUMNS & FUNCTIONS SWITCH BETWEEN TABS AND DRILL DOWN SCHEDULE UPDATES 
& ROUTINESHide and add up columns Change the order, rename columns. 

You can apply functions to columns 
and totals.

Uses the principle of Tabs with set and 
automatic display times. Drill down into 

reports for more detail.
Set the times for updating your reports and 

automatically configure routines.

PERMISSIONS VIEWS, URL AND QR CODE IMPORT/EXPORT COLOR THEMES & MULTIPLE LANGUAGES
User and group permissions Personalized views and reports by 

URL, whcih can be opened by a QR 
Code.

Functions, reports and datasets can be imported 
and exported. Export and save reports in Excel, 

Adobe PDF and image formats.

Personalized pre-set color themes.
System accepts multiple languages.



VISUAL MANAGEMENT

A Dashboard is a tool that helps you to manage at a glance. It presents 
and provides relevant information visually about the company's 
performance. It is widely used for business management, as it presents 
the most important information and the performance indicators on a 
single screen. The user can configure the dashboard to show the 
results of analysis, create connections between the information to 
show the analysis more effectively and make decision-making more 
efficient.

DASHBOARD

Visual management is used so that you can quickly understand the current situation with a particular process, not just explaining the current 
situation, but also whether it is operating just-in-time, and is always kept up to date. The main objective is to identify any deviation as soon as it 
occurs, so that decisions can quickly be made about the issue. Problems that are hidden are unlikely to be resolved and operational performance 
may be compromised.

DECISION MAKING NEEDS TO BE QUICK AND EFFICIENT

CREATE DASHBOADS
The system allows you to create customized 
dashboards according to the needs of every user, 
which allows you to have numerous reports in the 
system, tailored to the elements and information of 

interest of each sector.

INCLUDE ELEMENTS
The system allows you to add various system 
elements to the panels, such as reports, graphs, 
cards and KPIs, grouping the information 

according to the analysis you want.

ARRANGING THE ELEMENTS
The elements are arranged simply. There is a 

user-friendly screen with which you can 
choose the size you want for displaying each 

piece of information.

LINK TO DATA
The system allows you to compare the 

information for an element that is on the 
dashboard, without needing to fill in numerous 

pieces of information for each report to produce 
an accurate analysis.

Visual management is used so that you can quickly understand the current situation with a particular process, not just explaining the current 
situation, but also whether it is operating just-in-time, and is always kept up to date. The main objective is to identify any deviation as soon as it 



VISUAL MANAGEMENT

This option allows the main data relating to a particular analysis to be quickly and consistently displayed on a single screen with the user's preferences. This enables 
decision-making to be more agile and, consequently, it allows problems and situations to be identified in a matter of seconds. A team that is aligned and engaged with 
the performance of the organization can make a great difference to the health of the business. The company has easy access to real-time production data, and therefore 
is able to resolve situations at the exact moment, thereby reducing its losses and boosting its earnings.

REPORTS ON PREFERRED INFORMATION

A Summary report allows you to present the situation of a manufacturing plant, 
using appropriate performance indicators of the production resources in real 
time, and monitor the indicators and production status by viewing the resources 
directly, which allows you to make associations instantly and intuitively.
A visual solution to improve the way you monitor indicators and the status of 
your production resources, which makes it possible to assess the organization's 
performance more effectively and in a way that is easy to control.

SUMMARY REPORT

ACTUAL PICTURES
Create customized views based on photos and real 
plants, which enables you to include different views in 
the system, according to the different areas and 

sectors.

RESOURCES FOR EACH VIEW
Define the resources that will make up each 
view, according to the needs of each 

production area.

ARRANGING THE ELEMENTS
The elements are laid out in a simple way, 

with a user-friendly interface to place them as 
you want in order to display the location of 

each resource.

ELEMENTS FOR EACH VIEW
You can add elements such as status cards 

and KPIs to the summary reports, and 
therefore provide real-time performance 

information.

INFORMATION AT A GLANCE
The Summary report allows you to make an 

extremely agile analysis of the information in 
real time, which can be updated at any time you 
set, which allows you to manage it effectively at 

a single glance.

62%
OEE

STATUS
RECURSO

This option allows the main data relating to a particular analysis to be quickly and consistently displayed on a single screen with the user's preferences. This enables 
decision-making to be more agile and, consequently, it allows problems and situations to be identified in a matter of seconds. A team that is aligned and engaged with 
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The main objective of SYNECO Planning is to organize, plan 
and sequence the products produced on the factory floor, in a 
simple and intuitive way.

INTRODUCTION

To be able to carry out the planning and monitoring of 
production activities, while having exact control of when they 
are executed, ensuring that not only are the objectives met in 
relation to deadlines, but also that all the necessary 
prerequisites are available for them to be carried out.

SYNECO Planning is done through a Gantt-style view, which is 
simply a timeline in which each resource is made up of 
planning blocks, arranged according to the start date and end 
date of each activity. They are calculated by the MES system, 
based on the number of items planned versus the unit time 
versus the production resource. You can even view all items in 
a sequential listing, such as a Kanban Board, without the 
timeline.

You enter the system through SYNECO's database, where SYNECO Planning processes the information 
and presents them in the format of cards, which are then allocated to pre-established resources or 
groupings. This information on the cards can be arranged in a timeline or a simple list.

HOW IT WORKS

SYNECO Planning can be directly connected to SYNECO 
Production, so that all planning is directed straight to 
the production line, in other words, to the resource 
production queue. This provides the operator with a 
prioritized order of what needs to be produced. The 
solution acts as a connection system between PCP and 
production, making it more efficient, as well as 
eliminating the use of paper, printed production orders, 
on the factory floor.

CONNECTIVITY, COMMUNICATION & SHARING

PLANNING LIST OF ITEMS

HORIZONTAL PANEL

VERTICAL PANEL

R1

R2

R3

R1 R2 R3 R4

GANTT CHART
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R2

R3

R1 R2 R3 R4

CARD
ITEMS PLANNED

BY RESOURCE

RESOURCES ARRANGED BY CUSTOMIZED GROUP

ITEMS ARE PLACED ON THE TIME LINE ACCORDING TO THE RESOURCE

ITEMS LINKED BY THE
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SYNECO
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SYNECO
REPORTS

SYNECO DATABASE 

ORGANIZATION PLANNING SEQUENCING
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FUNCTIONALITY

MAKE ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS
USING DRAG AND DROP

You can allocate a particular production resource, using the list of 
orders, to a queue by dragging and dropping the resource you want. 

You can use this process to both create items and edit them.

GANTT CHART KANBAN BOARD

LIST OF PRODUCTION RESOURCES

Provides a sequential view of the activities in a 
timeline. Plans are organized by taking into account 

how much of a specific resource they require.

Provides a sequential view of activities grouped by 
planning characteristics, product, machine, operating 

sequence, cost center, etc.

By viewing the production resources in each sector, 
you can set how each activity is to be run, according to 

the definitions for its process.

SYNECO Planning

SYNECO Planning

TIME LINE INTEGRATED WITH THE ORDER LIST
You can view the schedules within a specified time 

interval, which means you can navigate between future 
dates, which allows you to create a plan covering the 

coming days and weeks.

Integration, based on the planning module for 
production orders, ensures that the data matches the 

production demands, without needing to enter or 
manually copy the data.

USE FILTERS

INTEGRATED WITH INFORMATION GATHERING ASSESSMENT OF PLANNING

In the planning view, you can have a specific view of a 
particular sector or resource, which enables you to 

analyze the related activities.

By planning the order queues you can create the sequence for the shop floor to follow, 
based on the production resources. Production is supplied in real time 

based on the priority demands.

You can see how well the planning matches the execution, by 
using reports from SYNECO Reports, which enables you to assess 

the required parameters.

Seg Ter Qua Qui

ERP
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1º
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timeline. Plans are organized by taking into account 
Provides a sequential view of activities grouped by 

planning characteristics, product, machine, operating 

Seg Ter Qua Qui



COMPATIBLE WITH
IP DEVICES

COMPATIBLE WITH
THE SNMP PROTOCOL

COMPATIBLE WITH
WINDOWS AND LINUX OSs

INTRODUCTION

Monitor and analyze all of the infrastructure on your network, 
including applications.

SYNECO ANALYZER is a complete tool for monitoring your 
network infrastructure and real-time applications. This allows 
you to monitor network devices, server availability and 
integrity, based on CPU activity, use of memory, hard disks, 
network traffic, quality of services etc.

SNMP is the standard protocol for monitoring and managing 
networks. Simple Network Management Protocol.

ALSO MONITORS ALL THE SYNECO APPLICATIONS

SYNECO Analyzer is provided together with other SYNECO software, 
and can give you all the necessary information about the network 
structure and applications. It has been developed and provided to be a 
powerful real-time analysis support tool, something extra from people 

who care about reliable information and effective problem solving.

INTEGRATED TOOL

Provides excellent reports based on analyzed data and provides information in the form of maps, lists, 
charts, dashboards etc.

You can use the information to identify several important indicators about your environment, such as 
the current state of the network, servers and the quality of the applications or services, which is 
essential for decision-making.

FUNCTIONALITY

powerful real-time analysis support tool, something extra from people 
who care about reliable information and effective problem solving.

ALERT

Applications and
Service Servers

Database Service Ethernet &
Wi-Fi Devices

Terminals and Data
Collection Devices

CPU Application
Server

RAM Memory
Application Server

Disk Space of
the Database

Email Service SQL Server
Performance

Executing the
Scheduler

WEB Server Defining Criticality
Levels

The Functioning
of the SYNECO

applications

Views from
monitoring in

reports and charts



CLICK TO WATCH THE VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XIxhBYdccM ][



UNLOCKING YOUR PRODUCTION

CONTACT OUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES AND FIND OUT MORE
WWW.SYNECO.COM.BR

WWW.SKA.COM.BR
0800 510 2900


